Authorised Abbreviations charged as one word—

RP— = réponse payée = Telegram with reply paid.
T2 = Télégramme Collationné = Telegram to be repeated.
FC = Accusé de réception = Telegram the delivery of which has to be notified by telegraph.
FCP = Accusé de réception postal = Telegram the delivery of which has to be notified by post.
FS = Faire suivre = Telegram "to follow."
FR = Poste recommandée = Telegram to be posted as a registered letter.
X or XP= = Express payé = Charge for postage prepaid.
XPT = Expres payé télégraph = Deposit for postage paid with notification by telegraph.
XPP = Expres payé lettre = Deposit for postage paid with notification by post.
TR = Télégraphie restant = Telegram to be called for at a telegraph office.
GP = Poste restante = Telegram to be called for at a post office.
GPR = Poste restante recommandée = Telegram to be called for at a post office registered.
TM= = Télégramme multiple = Telegram with multiple addresses.
C = Telegram not to be delivered during the night time.
CTA = Communiquent toutes adresses = Communicate all addresses (multiple address telegram).
Nuit = Telegram to be delivered during night time if received then.

* Number of words to be inserted here.
† Here insert amount paid (for example "XP 24.51").
‡ Here insert number of addresses.

CONDITIONS.

1.—Either the Postmaster-General or any Telegraph Company or Foreign Government, by whom this Telegram is or would in the ordinary course of the Telegraphic Service be forwarded, may decline to forward the Telegram although it has been received for that purpose; but in such case the amount paid for transmission shall be refunded to the Sender at his request.

2.—Neither the Postmaster-General nor any Telegraph Company or Foreign Government, by whom this Telegram is or would in the ordinary course of the Telegraphic Service be forwarded, shall be liable to make compensation for any loss, injury, or damage arising or resulting from non-transmission or non-delivery of the Telegram, or delay, or error, or omission in the transmission or delivery thereof, through whatever cause such non-transmission, non-delivery, delay, error, or omission shall have occurred.

3.—This Telegram shall be forwarded in all respects in accordance with the provisions of the Regulations made pursuant to the Telegraph Act, 1868 to 1911, and the provisions of such Regulations shall be deemed to be binding not only between the Sender and the Postmaster-General, but between the Sender and any Telegraph Company or Foreign Government by whom this Telegram is or would in the ordinary course of the Telegraphic Service be forwarded.

§ The substance of these Regulations will be found in the Post Office Guide.

NOTE.—In addresses consisting of a name prefixed to a REGISTERED or ABBREVIATED ADDRESS, or where a telegram is addressed to one person at the house of another, whose name is also given, the word "CHEZ" (at), or some equivalent expression, must be inserted after the name of the addressee.